
Mike Kearney: Welcome to Resilient. My 
name is Mike Kearney, the Risk & Financial 
Advisory CMO. We are on a roll. We have 
recorded over a dozen episodes in our 
Confronting the COVID-19 crisis series, and 
we’ve really only scratched the surface on the 
topics that you are most interested in hearing 
about. Since we started this new Resilient 
series, the primary objective has been to 
provide you with actionable guidance to 
help you work through your response to the 
pandemic and the disruption to your business. 
Been on a video call recently? Kind of a joke, 
because we all have been, day and night. 
Some are good, some are not so good, just like 
really any work meeting. Today we are going to 
dive into the elements of a great meeting, how 

it applies in a virtual setting, how to design 
and facilitate a productive virtual meeting, 
addressing meeting fatigue, and examples of 
virtual meetings done well.

I’m joined by two Deloitte leaders who help 
organizations create breakthroughs. This 
is what they do every single day. They’re 
also quite adept at collaboration strategies 
and working with people. Mike Jurgens is a 
partner and a leader of Deloitte’s Advisory 
Virtual team. He’s joined by Kim Christfort, 
a managing director who leads Deloitte’s 
Greenhouses. She’s also the coauthor 
of Business Chemistry®, Practical Magic for 
Crafting Powerful Work Relationships. They’ve 
both helped hundreds of executives tackle 

business challenges through interactive 
sessions that accelerate new and innovative 
thinking and action. I know both Mike and 
Kim very well, and we are in store for a lot of 
fun. So let’s get to it.

Mike and Kim, welcome to Resilient. I want to 
start off with a question, and that is, we all 
are inundated with meeting requests, things 
that take our time. I want to know: What was 
the last meeting you declined. Why did you 
decline it.

Mike Juergens: Technically the last thing 
that I declined was . . . I declined a meeting 
15 minutes before this podcast recording 
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started, because someone had sent me a 
meeting invite for the same time as this. 
That was the last, the most recent one. I 
would say I probably decline four to five 
meetings a day. I think it’s a function of 
multiple things. The first, and maybe the 
biggest, is that there’s really no control 
on who can send you a meeting invite. I 
can open up Outlook right now, and I can 
send everybody invites for tomorrow, and 
I can set it for all day or for five minutes or 
whatever. And then they’re going to receive 
it. Then they can choose whether or not they 
want to opt in. That, I think, contributes to 
it. Then the second piece of it is, I’m always 
trying to be mindful about where I allocate 
my time. I always want to be allocating that 
to the highest and best use of that time, 
which is not fixed. It depends on the fire 
of the day, as well as what other things are 
going on and what fires are happening at 
my clients. It’s not uncommon that I might 
accept a meeting when I received the invite 
but then decline it later because something 
that has superseded that in terms of 
importance level has come in. 

Kim Christfort: I think part of the problem 
is, we’ve used meetings as the default 
method to get anything done, and so 
you end up with a ton of things that may 
not actually be that valuable and maybe 
deprioritize multiple things, but nobody 
is looking at it from that vantage point. 
And so you do get triple-booked, and you 
end up having to overcommit, or you end 
up declining a bunch of things and then 
wondering what you’ve missed out on.

Mike Juergens: The other thing that I would 
just add to the double- and triple booking, 
Kim, and I’m sure you get this as well, is that 
we live our life in 30-minute increments, 
but nothing actually ever lasts exactly 30 
minutes. Sometimes, I’ll leave two meetings 
on the calendar, join one in the hopes that it 
might end early, or I jump out and jump into 
the other one, and I’m like, “Oh, sorry, I’m 
five minutes late, everybody.”

Mike Kearney: But it’s not even just about 
the meeting or kind of how short or long 
it is. Oftentimes just meetings aren’t really 
that well-thought-through. Kim, maybe give 
your thoughts on . . . What is good meeting 
design, or if you’re thinking about a working 

session, what are some key things that you 
should be thinking about?

Kim Christfort: With meetings in general, 
and especially meetings in a remote work 
environment, people often jump straight 
to “What’s the format, what’s the room, or 
what’s the technology?” They’re skipping the 
most important thing, which is, “Why are 
we having this meeting in the first place?” 
The best meetings start with a very clear 
understanding of “Why are we getting 
together? Who needs to be in the room? And 
what are we trying to get out of it?” Years 
ago, we started looking at this because we 
realized that so many meetings weren’t 
getting people where they needed to go. In 
large part, it was because nobody had asked 
those questions. They also oftentimes don’t 
focus on the things that really matter. The 
meetings will be all about maybe sharing 
information, or maybe about providing 
an update, but they don’t dig into the root 
causes that are actually keeping people from 
making progress.

Mike Kearney: Mike, what would you have 
to add?

Mike Juergens: They’re not well-thought-
through. But I think another big driver is 
that we hold meetings the same way we’ve 
held meetings for the last 50 years, which 
is, a bunch of people go into a conference 
room and sit around a table, or we used 
to, pre the current business environment. 
That’s what would happen. We hand out 
some paper, and then we’d go around the 
room, and it’s the same thing. And yet, when 
you think of everything that’s evolved with 
business technology in the last 50 years, 
our approach to meetings has really only 
evolved from doing the same thing that 
we used to do in a conference room over 
a telephone. That’s been the sum total of 
innovation that’s been broadly accepted in 
the business community.

Kim Christfort: That’s a fantastic point, 
Mike. What is fascinating about that is that 
meetings weren’t even that effective before. 
We’ve known for years that they’re not 
effective. Now we’ve taken a method that 
doesn’t really work well, even in person, 
and we’ve tried to translate that into phone 
or video or other contexts without really 
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changing anything, and we’re finding it 
doesn’t really work. Now, you can make it 
work very well, but it requires rethinking the 
way you engage and really fundamentally 
questioning, to your point, what the 
innovation on the meeting is.

Mike Kearney: Let me ask you guys a 
question though, Mike. Let me just pause 
real quick, because I think there’s a really 
important nuance between “a meeting” 
and something else. Do you guys actually 
think about delineating between, you know, 
a quick 15-minute meeting, where maybe 
you’re just sharing information, and maybe 
something that is a little more in-depth, 
that’s more like a workshop, if you will? How 
do you guys think about that?

Mike Juergens: Mike, we actually try to 
not use the word “meeting.” We use the 
word “experience,” and everything can 
be thought of as an experience. It’s just a 
question of the duration and complexity of 
the experience. You could have a two-day 
experience, or you can have a 30-minute 
experience. I think the only demarcation 
line is less about the duration and more 
about the importance of it. So if you have 
a 30-minute meeting—but there, I used 
the “m” word again—but if you have a 
30-minute interaction with the CEO of your 
company or your client versus a two-day 
interaction with some mid-level manager of 
the same company, which one should you 
plan for more? Clearly, the one with the CEO, 
even though, just purely from a duration 
perspective, you would say, “Oh, that’s  
less important.”

Kim Christfort: Mike, I agree and disagree 
with what you just said, because I think 
that when you have a meeting—the “m” 
word—you are having an experience, and 
that can be a good experience or bad 
experience. You can invest more in the 
experience or choose not to invest in the 
experience, but also we’re making things, 
experiences sometimes that shouldn’t 
be. Back to the question about how you 
think about it, if you’re just giving a quick 
update on something, does it even need 
to be a meeting? Does it even need to be 
an experience? Could you just send an 
email? I think that’s the frequent problem 
we see, is that people just sort of jumped 
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to what, “We’d better have a meeting” or 
“We’d better get together,” and they don’t 
need to. Once you’re into the realm of, okay, 
it’s worth actually getting people together, 
then I completely agree with you. Making 
an experience of that situation is what’s 
going to engage people, and you’re going 
to dial that up or down, you’re going to 
calibrate it based on what you’re trying to 
accomplish, the stakes of the situation, and 
how much you want to invest in getting to 
that outcome.

Mike Kearney: Are there any things that 
people can do when they’re sending out 
that invite? And this is a general question: 
Are there things that people could do when 
they’re sending out that invite to get you to 
want to participate? Either one of you can 
take it.

Kim Christfort: Mike, there’s a really 
interesting angle on whether or not people 
want to participate in meetings. We’ve done 
a lot of work with working style differences. 
Depending on somebody’s style, different 
things are going to appeal to them. If you 
have a very ambitious agenda and outcome 
you’re trying to reach, and there’s a bit of 
a competitive aspect to something, that’s 
going to appeal to that Driver working style, 
as we call it. If you have something that 
sounds like brainstorming and innovating 
on new opportunities, that’s going to appeal 
to that Pioneer style. If you have something 
that is very structured and has a lot of detail 
and prereads with a very clear plan for how 
you’re going to go through the meeting, 
that appeals to the Guardian. If you have 
something that is more about connecting 
different stories, different voices, building 
relationships, that’s going to appeal to the 
Integrator. There’s sort of two questions 
around the meetings. Why are we having a 
meeting in the first place, and is there value 
to that? Then, once you determine that there 
is value, how do you talk about that meeting 
in a way that’s going to engage the different 
types, and how do you actually then make 
sure you deliver on that promise once you 
have the meeting?

Mike Kearney: Kim, I thought your 
answer was going to be, like, “Oh, a better 
description, outline the objective,” but 

you’ve taken it to the next level, which is, 
of course, you should have a very clear 
description and objective for the meeting. 
What you’re also adding—and we’ll talk a 
bit more about Business Chemistry in a few 
minutes—but what you’re saying is, start to 
think about who is attending that meeting, 
and position it in a way that will get them 
interested in joining in the first place.

Kim Christfort: Precisely. And Mike 
brought this up earlier, but there’s a 
real factor here about time as well. We 
often chunk things down into these tiny 
increments and expect to get value out of 
that. For some of these conversations you’re 
actually going to entice people more if you 
give it the room it needs. If you actually 
need to have a substantial conversation 
about something, give it the four hours or 
whatever it’s going to take, but structure it 
thoughtfully so that it’s worth that time.

Mike Kearney: Absolutely. Likewise, and 
one of the things I was going to say is, a lot of 
times, meetings—and I’m just really talking 
about the mechanics of sending out an 
invitation—don’t even require a meeting in 
your calendar. One of the things that people 
should do is just pick up the phone and call 
people, because oftentimes, Mike, to your 
point earlier, we’ve structured our time so 
much that we just need that 30 minutes 
or that 45 minutes, when in fact it’s not a 
meeting, it’s not an experience, it’s just an 
exchange, a quick exchange. I don’t know if 
you agree with that or not, but Mike, you got 
any thoughts on that?

Mike Juergens: Yeah, I think that’s right. 
I think we have been hamstrung by doing 
things in a certain routinistic way, which 
is pervasive in meetings. I think, given the 
current business environment, it gives us 
an opportunity to really go back and take a 
look at every aspect of how you might get 
together with people. What’s the objective, 
what’s the timeline, what’s the milieu, who 
needs to be there, and what needs to get 
accomplished? We really now have the 
opportunity to rethink that from the ground 
up. I see this happening with some of my 
clients, who I would consider to be more 
leading-class companies, where they haven’t 
just said, “Oh we need a videoconferencing 
software so we can all look at each other 

while we have the same conference calls 
that we had six months ago.” They’re 
stepping away from it and saying, “How do 
we do this differently and do it better?”

Mike Kearney: That’s a question I want to 
ask both of you, because we are pivoting to 
virtual meetings. It’s not even pivoting. We 
are in a world of all virtual meetings every 
day and night. This is a reality for us and 
many of the people listening. I’d love to get 
both of your thoughts as to what are the 
elements of a great virtual meeting. Kim, 
let’s start with you, and then, Mike, you 
could pile on.

Kim Christfort: The great virtual meetings 
that we’re seeing are very tailored to the 
objective at hand. You may have a very 
different meeting if you’re trying to connect 
versus if you’re trying to brainstorm versus 
if you’re trying to inspire. There are a lot 
of different directions you can take the 
meeting, and to the earlier point, the 
way that you approach that can be so 
different than it might’ve been in a world 
of conference rooms. You can actually 
have access to so many more people in 
a virtual world. You can bring in experts 
from around the world that may not have 
been feasible in the past. You can also do 
a lot of interesting interactions. The polling 
features, the annotation features, the 
whiteboarding features. There are ways to 
still engage people, even in a virtual setting. 
The challenge, of course, is matching that 
up appropriately. If you’re trying to develop 
relationships, just doing polls isn’t going 
to get you there, or just talking to a screen 
full of images where everybody looks half 
bored or asleep isn’t going to get you there. 
The companies doing this really well are 
thinking about how to actually use a lot of 
the techniques that we’ve traditionally used 
in facilitation in person and translating that 
into this virtual environment.

Mike Kearney: Kim, I want you to drill down 
on something, because you had mentioned 
a lot, but I think there was one point that 
is, in my opinion, really important. That is 
the notion of, in life, physical meetings were 
often constrained because people need 
to travel to that location. But you said you 
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have the opportunity to bring the experts 
in. Can you just talk about that a bit more 
and why that’s so valuable, and why in a 
virtual setting? I think it’s kind of obvious. It’s 
easier to bring them in, but maybe why it’s 
so important in this virtual world that we’re 
in now?

Kim Christfort: Yeah. There’s a couple 
parts to this, Mike. First of all, in in-person 
meetings, we’d often have situations where 
you had missing people. There were people 
who couldn’t make it—they missed their 
flight, or they got there late. You don’t have 
all of the components to have a productive 
discussion. You also have situations where 
there’s subject-matter expertise that is 
really unique, really important, but having 
them come and join you for 30 minutes 
probably doesn’t make sense. You also have 
situations with global companies where you 
were having a bunch of them in person, and 
maybe there were only one or two global 
participants. And now the virtual medium 
has become a bit of an equalizer. You can 
have more people involved when they’re 
available, how they need to be available. We 
also tend to do virtual sessions in smaller 
chunks. It’s incredibly painful—if you’ve ever 
tried to do this—to spend the entire day in 
front of your computer on a video camera. 
Nine hours with that gets old really quickly. 
A lot of people are doing shorter sessions. 
Well, in a shorter session, it’s much easier 
to get people’s schedules lined up. It’s much 
easier to make sure that you have the right 
voices in the room.

Mike Kearney: Mike, what do you want 
to add? And just as a bit of context, Mike 
Juergens is leading our Risk and Financial 
Advisory practice virtual program. Mike, I 
think last time we talked, I heard you’d done 
about 100-and-some-odd of these sessions 
just over the last couple months. What 
are some of the things that you’ve learned 
about what makes a virtual meeting great?

Mike Juergens: One of the analogies that 
I’ve used a couple of times in talking about 
this is, when I was about seven years old, 
my dad came home one day—so this was 
20-something years ago—my dad came 
home with a microwave oven, and it was 
like the size of a dishwasher. He brought it 
home, and he proudly put it in the kitchen, 

and we were all like, “What the heck is 
this thing?” And he said, “This is going to 
change the way we do cooking, and it’s 
a microwave.” We’re like, “What the heck 
is that?” In our heads, the jetpacks were 
coming next, because now we just throw  
the thing in the box and it cooks itself. What 
we found, of course, is that the microwave  
is really, really good at some things, but  
the oven is still really, really good at  
certain things.

Today, I have both, and if I want to make 
popcorn, I use the microwave. If I want to 
make a turkey, I use the oven. That’s the 
way that I see the virtualization of our work-
from-home interactions with each other. In 
the future, we’re probably going to see that 
virtual works awesome for certain things 
and in-person works awesome for certain 
things, and we’re going to have both. If we 
assume that virtual is like the microwave, 
it’s going to be here for forever. Then the 
question becomes, what is it good for? How 
do you make it special and engaging? And I 
would say there’s a number of things. The 
first one that I would say is, it is not about 
the technology. Everyone gets hung up on 
“Which videoconferencing software are you 
going to use?”, and it doesn’t matter. That’s 
like saying, “Which brand of cellphone are 
you going to use to dial into this conference 
call?” It’s purely an enabler. I think what 
drives the level of engagement is, one, really 
thinking through the flow of what’s going to 
happen in that timeframe, whether it’s 15 
minutes or 15 hours. It’s putting together 
the right technology stack to enable certain 
aspects of the things. Let’s say you want 
to have a brainstorming session, and you 
want to capture those ideas as they’re 
going along. Should someone share their 
desktop, open up a slide and just type into 
it, or should we use the annotation features 
within the software, or do we use another 
tool of some kind that we launch and we 
manage, but we display that desktop using 
another platform?

There’s a technology stack to it. You have 
good design thinking, you have a technology 
stack that supports the objective of the 
meeting. There’s a lot more need for 
rehearsal time to make sure that all the 
pieces are working together and all the 
people that are doing things know what 

they’re supposed to be doing. It requires 
more people to run a meeting, you know, if 
in the old days—and I was notorious for this, 
as you know, Mike—I would jump up in the 
meeting, grab a dry-erase marker, and start 
writing all over the whiteboard, if there was 
one in the conference room. I can’t really do 
that now. If I’m trying to do that in a virtual 
environment by typing, I can’t really do both 
things at once very well. I probably need 
somebody else in the background who is 
doing that for me. I didn’t need that person 
in the old whiteboard type of approach. 
So those are just a handful of the things 
that we’re finding as we’ve been rolling out 
the virtualization of meetings. You’re right, 
numerically; I think in the last 35 days, we’ve 
delivered about 140 of these experiences. 
It’s been a pretty steep learning curve. By 
the way, I also can give you a very lengthy list 
of things that don’t work very well, if you’d 
like to delve into that. I’ve got some war 
stories there, too.

Mike Kearney: Kim, do you have anything 
to add?

Kim Christfort: Yeah. One thing I’d add 
to that is . . . I completely agree with Mike. 
There’s a hybrid world in the future; virtual 
is not going to disappear, but it also isn’t the 
end-all, be-all, and finding the right balance 
and blend is key. In both situations though, 
you’re still dealing with human beings. One 
of the things we found is very, very true in 
virtual is that the realities and limitations 
of being human become very clear, very 
quickly. You need to be able to move. You 
need to be able to rest. You need to have a 
knowledge of the fact that people’s minds 
are going to wander. You need to know that 
if you’re seeing them on video, it doesn’t 
necessarily mean that they’re paying 
attention to you. They could be watching a 
cat meme, for all you know. Just recognizing 
that those human behaviors are still very 
much there and present, but may not be 
as obvious or as manageable in a virtual 
state, and so being thoughtful about how 
to design the day, design the experience to 
accommodate for that.

Mike Juergens: Kim, that’s an awesome 
point. I think there’s a piece of this that also 
is super important, which is that our neural 
pathways and the way that our brains have 
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developed from 50,000 years of tribal living, 
right, we’ve got amygdala that are scanning 
the environment. We have neural pathways 
that are specifically set up to look at body 
language cues, for example. That’s the way 
our brains are designed. Our brains are not 
designed to interact virtually the way that 
we’re doing it right now. It’s not just even 
recognizing that “We’re people, we need 
to move.” It’s recognizing . . . Literally the 
way that you think is evolved to not work 
like this. How do you acknowledge that and 
then build solutions that will still work or still 
function and help us retrain our brains to do 
things differently?

Mike Kearney: You guys have talked a lot 
about the need for really understanding 
kind of what the underlying challenges, 
like why are we even getting people 
together in the first place. I’ve heard a lot 
of meeting design, which I think is pretty 
straightforward, maybe a lot of people don’t 
put that much thought into. Mike, you even 
talk about . . . You’ve got to have multiple 
people supporting the actual meeting. 
You talked about reversal, but what about 
when it goes south? Like you’re in a virtual 
meeting, and everything you plan for is not 
going the way that it was designed to . . . 
How do you deal with that?

Kim Christfort: We’ve had this happen 
recently on one of our calls, Mike, and the 
situation was one where we had multiple 
people at multiple locations, and there 
were Internet issues. We lost one of the 
facilitators. They just disappeared off 
the call. Then we lost one of one of the 
participants. It was very fascinating, because 
we had planned for a redundant setup, 
so we had a facilitator who could step in. 
We were using our cell phones off-line to 
sort of get that in. But what we did in the 
moment was just acknowledged the reality. 
I think what’s sort of interesting about the 
world that we’re in right now is, there’s a 
level of acceptance and understanding 
that maybe different . . . In the past, if you 
had been doing, let’s say, a big speaking 
event or a forum or meeting and there had 
been a screw-up, you might try to brush it 
under the table a little bit. Here it was an 
acknowledgement of, “Geez, can you believe 
the Internet went out? All right, we’ve got 
another facilitator. No problem. We’re back 

online. Okay, we’ve dialed in the client that 
fell off the phone. No problem. We’re back 
online.” And it was actually a very human 
moment, and everybody got a good laugh 
out of it.

Mike Kearney: You know, what’s interesting 
about everything that we’re seeing is 
that—and this is probably the thing I love 
more about these virtual meetings than 
anything—is the fact that people have 
become more human. Like you’re looking 
into people’s homes, you’re seeing their 
kids, you’re seeing their dogs, you’re seeing 
them in their natural element. Is there a way 
to actually embrace that in these meetings 
that you’re designing, take advantage of the 
fact that people are kind of more authentic, 
more human? Mike, I can pass that to you.

Mike Juergens: Yeah, I think there’s 
no question that the opportunity for 
authenticity is much higher today than it 
normally was. I’ll just share an anecdote 
from this morning. We were on a virtual 
call, and one of my colleagues showed up 
completely dressed for work, just looking 
like it was a normal day. And of course, 
I’m sitting around in a T-shirt, so I would 
immediately ask him the question, “Hey, 
what’s going on?” And we ended up having 
a long discussion about it, and how for him 
it was very important to have his routine be 
similar. It was more stabilizing for him given 
the current business environment. That was 
a really sort of deep level of conversation 
that we would not have gotten into had 
we not been in this situation. I agree with 
Kim that the best way to do it is to show 
up authentically and tacitly acknowledge, 
“Hey, your dog is climbing on your chair. 
Are you okay there?” “Hey, well, it looks like 
you’re having a rough day. What’s going 
on?” “Oh, the kids are driving me crazy.” It 
allows you to have a deeper level of intimate 
conversations that you wouldn’t have in a 
conference room as a matter of course.

Kim Christfort: Exactly. And the other 
part of that is that, to Mike’s point, you can 
react to what you’re seeing, and you can 
acknowledge it and be genuine about it. 
You can also invite people to share. We’ve 
been doing sessions where we’ll actually 
ask people on a break to go find something 
in their house that represents their role on 

the project or their aspirations, what they’re 
trying to do. We’re actually encouraging 
them to show a bit of themselves in that 
different way, and people have reacted 
extremely well to it. It’s an acknowledgement 
of the context and the situation, and it’s also 
a chance for people to build relationships. 
That’s been the number one thing I’m 
hearing from people is, how do we keep 
our culture, how do we build relationships 
in these strange times? And so we try to 
have a double objective with most of our 
experiences, where we have the explicit 
business need at hand, but we’re also 
trying to give that opportunity for people to 
connect on a more authentic level. 

Mike Kearney: Kim, I love that, because I 
had an experience just a couple weeks ago 
where I was recently on a call with a senior 
manager. We were finishing up this project, 
and behind her, I saw this guitar, and she 
got the guitar. I said, “Hey, can you play me 
something?” And she got the guitar and just 
riffed it in an entire classic rock song. And I 
was blown away, because I found out that 
she’s actually been recorded, and that never 
would’ve come to fruition had I not seen her 
in her natural elements. So pretty cool stuff.

Kim Christfort: One of the things I’m 
finding fascinating about this shift to 
virtual is that actually all these hidden skills 
are coming to light, not just from people 
participating in meetings, but people trying 
to contribute to meetings and experiences 
in different ways. We’re in this world where, 
to the earlier point, there’s this opportunity 
to redefine what a meeting actually is and 
what an experience is, and suddenly you 
have people saying, “Hey, I know how to 
draw, and I’ve brought my device, and I could 
live capture if you want.” I have somebody 
else saying, to your point, “I play the guitar; 
I could create some music here.” I have 
people that are editing videos. All of these 
little skill sets that I never knew about, never 
tapped into, now are suddenly emerging, 
and it’s fantastic to see this whole different 
side of people really contribute to the 
business objectives.

Mike Juergens: Here’s what’s going on, 
though, Kim. That potential exists, but that 
potential is not always captured. We have 
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this glorious opportunity in front of us to 
have more authentic, intimate conversations 
with our work colleagues and our clients. We 
have the opportunity to do so in a way that 
leverages technology and makes it super, 
super engaging. Yet people are not taking 
advantage of it. All they’re doing is paving 
the proverbial cart path and doing the same 
conference call that they used to do over the 
phone, over videoconferencing software. I 
think that’s a huge missed opportunity for 
people. It’s just huge.

Mike Kearney: One of the things I want to 
set the stage on is, you guys have given us 
a lot of great tips and tricks and all of this 
good stuff about doing these meetings or 
experiences—to use your word, Mike—in 
a virtual setting. I just want to make sure 
that everybody that’s listening recognize 
that both Mike and Kim spend really their 
career right now in helping clients achieve 
breakthrough—used to be through more 
live-type sessions, but now in virtual 
sessions. They’re like the foremost thinkers 
on this. I don’t know if you drop something, 
because you’re like—yes, drop the mic; I am 
serious—these people do this as well as 
anybody that I’ve ever seen. And so that’s a 
setup for this question, which is, we’ve heard 
everything that you’ve said, but I want to 
make it real.

Let’s just say you’ve got a meeting, an 
experience, a working session with a group 
of people to really address a business 
issue. I’m just going to use recovering from 
COVID-19. I’m going to just try to keep it a 
little bit generic, but can you just help us 
think through—and I want you guys to riff 
on this together—but what should be done 
in order to plan, facilitate, and then do 
whatever happens after the session? Can 
you just talk about how you would go about 
that? Because I really want somebody to 
be able to take away, if I’m doing a meeting 
tomorrow or next week, these are the things 
that I absolutely have to do. So I’ll let either 
one of you start.

Mike Juergens: I’ll jump in, because Kim 
always gets to go first, and then she steals 
all the great ideas and leaves me in the back 
to clean up. I snuck in just ahead of the 
goalie on that one. The way that we really 

think about it is a three-legged stool. One 
of the legs is a design leg, where you have 
to think through the design, the flow of the 
session itself. The second leg is . . . I’ll call 
them enablers. You can sort of think about 
it as technology, but what sort of things 
are you going to bring to that experience 
over and above just the fact that it’s a 
videoconferencing software. The third leg of 
the stool is the actual delivery of the session 
itself. We find that when you treat it almost 
like a television production, right, where 
you’ve got producers that are guiding the 
scenes, and you’ve got camera people, and 
you’ve got the sound people, and they all 
have their job, and they’re all making sure 
that it appears seamless to the folks that are 
watching the show on TV, that’s kind of what 
we want. We need to figure out what that 
looks like and then assign those roles out in 
the background. So it’s the three legs of the 
stool. So now that I’ve explained that smart 
strategic view, I’ll let Kim fill in the details.

Kim Christfort: Oh, so many things to 
be said to that one, but I will simply build 
on what you said, Mike, by saying, I think 
that the three things are true, and if you 
start with the end in mind, it really helps. 
Where do you want to land at the end 
of this discussion? And in order to land 
there, what’s that journey going to look 
like? Because typically what we see is that 
there’s a reason why people have trouble 
making progress against a topic. It may be 
that they don’t understand the topic well 
enough. They need more information. It may 
be that they don’t have alignment around 
what the right answer is. It may be that 
they need to think through the implications 
of the decision they’re about to make and 
really have a detailed plan. And so we try 
to get really clear on, all right, what are we 
trying to get? Are we trying to build their 
understanding? Are we trying to shape the 
choices? Are we trying to actually make 
decisions? And then based on that, you 
architect. It’s literally like you’re trying to 
conceive of what kind of house do you want 
to want to have. Then once you know that, 
you say, “Okay, well how many rooms does 
it need to have?” And that’s based on, you 
know, the participants, the amount of time, 
things like that. Okay, great. What kind of 
foundation do we need to have in place to 

make sure that house is supported? You 
sort of back away from that end position to 
get to this full design, and all of it needs to 
be human-centered. It needs to recognize 
that the reason you’re going to get to a good 
outcome is because people are going to talk 
in a productive fashion, and they’re going 
to get aligned, and they’re going to make 
decisions.

Mike Kearney: Hey, Kim, let me drill down 
on a point that you made, because I think it’s 
really important. You said you need to start 
with the end in mind, and then you said, you 
know, there could be a variety of different 
objectives, and I wrote “Get understanding, 
make decisions, create alignment.” Do you 
sometimes find that overzealous people try 
to do too much just because they think they 
need to accomplish a lot in a short period  
of time?

Kim Christfort: Absolutely, Mike. That’s 
actually the biggest problem we see is that 
people try to jam so many objectives into 
one little construct, and to the earlier point, 
that could be a little 30-minute block of time, 
or it could be several blocks of 30 minutes. 
Either way, we tend to be overambitious and, 
in our experience really emphasizing one 
objective, so choose one of those things, 
and you may have to fill over into the other 
things, but what’s the biggest problem? 
Is the biggest problem that nobody 
understands, or is the biggest problem that 
they can’t agree on the right path forward? 
Then, if you put your weight there, you’ll 
actually end up making more progress, 
because you won‘t waste as many times 
in spin cycles that don‘t actually get you 
anywhere. We actually call that “living with a 
problem,” Mike. It‘s an intentional space of 
time in what can feel very uncomfortable to 
people. People don‘t like sort of sitting there 
really digging into what the issue is. But if 
you don‘t fully understand the problem or 
where you are with your maturity against 
that problem, it‘s hard to come up with a 
solution that‘s actually going to last.

Mike Kearney: It‘s almost like that whole 
notion of . . . Asking the right questions is 
so important, but I‘m guessing that takes a 
whole lot of time. So how do you get—like 
if you‘re really trying to figure out what 
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that objective is—how do you actually get 
to it? Because it doesn‘t sound like it‘s like 
a trivial activity. Let me just think about 
what we want to achieve. It‘s almost kind of 
deeper-level thinking. Mike, do you have any 
thoughts on that?

Mike Juergens: I do. I think part of it is 
an art, and part of it is a science, right? 
We kind of know . . . Well, I‘ll give you an 
example. There‘s a reason why the three-act 
structure works for plays and for movies 
and for television shows and for everything 
else. It sort of meshes with the way that 
our brains process information. That‘s kind 
of the science of it. If you want to have a 
productive session, if you think of it in three 
acts, that‘s usually a pretty good start. But 
then there‘s the art of honing in and asking 
the right questions around “What is it that 
we‘re actually trying to get to?” And I‘ll share 
an example. Recently, I was working with a 
senior executive from an organization that 
had come to us and ask for some help in 
achieving . . . let‘s just call it objective A. As 
we talked, it became pretty clear to me that 
what he wanted was not objective A, he 
wanted objective B, but he didn‘t necessarily 
acknowledge that he wanted objective B. 
Then it was on me to try to draw that out 
of him and lead him to, “Hey, I think you 
actually really want objective B.” When 
he had the realization, it was like an aha 
moment. He’s like, “Yeah, you’re right. I’ve 
been thinking about this like I’m trying to go, 
you know, to this destination. But really what 
I want is, I want this other destination over 
here.” It’s the combination of the art and the 
science that I think can make you effective in 
this space. It does take a lot of practice.

Mike Kearney: And that’s the other 
question I wanted to ask, because you both 
are honing in on, in my opinion, the most 
important part. If you don’t design it based 
on an issue that really needs to be solved, 
then the meeting’s not going to be effective. 
I’m just trying to get my mind around, like . 
. . I’m listening to this, this all sounds great, 
but I was told to do A. What you’re saying is, 
there is a method to go from A to B, meaning 
to suss out what their real issue with that 
real design challenge is. Is it just practice?

Mike Juergens: I’ll use an analogy, Mike. 
If you went to the doctor, and you walked 
in and you said, “I have a sore throat.” And 
the doctor said, “Okay, you have X. Here’s 
a prescription; I’ll see you later,” and you 
walked out three minutes later, how would 
you feel about that interaction? How  
would you feel about the capabilities of  
that doctor? Would you think they were  
great doctor, or do you think they were  
bad doctors?

Mike Kearney: I would not feel great.

Mike Juergens: You would not feel great, 
because you’re like, “Well, how do you 
know?”, and he’s like, “I’m so smart. I just 
know this is the answer.”

Now, let’s say you went into that same 
doctor, and the doctor said “How you’ve 
been feeling? Let’s take your temperature. 
Hey, is your stomach giving you any 
problems?” and asked a bunch of questions, 
and then, at the end of it said—you would 
have two things, actually—he might say the 
exact same thing and say, “You have this 
diagnosis. Here’s your prescription; I’ll see 
you later.” But you’d feel a lot better about it. 
Or he might say, “Hey, you know what’s going 
on is actually . . . Your throat’s sore, but 
that’s really just a symptom of . . . You have 
this virus in your stomach.”

But that process of trying to understand, I 
think, is what leads you to the best answer. 
And so when we port that over into the 
business sense, you know, if you came to 
me and said, “Hey, I want to do this, my next 
question would be—to play that doctor—
“Well, does it hurt here? Does it hurt when 
I go like this?” and ask enough questions to 
get to the best answer.

Kim Christfort: I love that metaphor, Mike. 
In fact, the way we even talk about the 
process, typically, is, there’s the diagnose 
phase, there’s a design phase, and there’s 
a deliver phase. If you think in those three 
parts, that’s how you create this engaging 
experience, because you’re right, a lot of 
what we see is people describing symptoms, 
and what we’re trying to figure out is what’s 
underneath that, what’s really going on, 
because we don’t want to just treat the 

symptom; we want to get to that underlying 
problem and really solve for that.

Mike Juergens: I think, Kim, that was an 
endemic issue before, you know, the current 
environment that we find ourselves in.

Kim Christfort: Absolutely. Exactly. This is 
typical of a lot of organizations, before and 
now. It’s an enduring problem. I think virtual 
just adds an interesting lens on it, you know, 
makes it worse in some ways, and it gives 
us new tools that actually improve things in 
other ways.

Mike Juergens: I actually think it could be 
a really good opportunity, though, to create 
some competitive advantages—because 
that problem existed beforehand—rather 
than just converting what you were doing 
before into virtual. You’ve already got to go 
through this learning process that’s thrust 
upon you. If you step back and are just 
slightly more mindful about these sorts of 
things, you actually can end up with, in my 
mind, potentially way better outcomes than 
even before the current environment.

Mike Kearney: You know, what I love about 
this is that you guys are talking . . . You’re 
saying something that’s really important 
is, most people . . . That it’s not necessarily 
just about the virtual environment in many 
respects. A lot of these issues and needs 
were there way before, like thinking through, 
what is the real challenge that you’re trying 
to solve? Diagnosing that, thinking through 
the design—and, yes, virtual is important—
but these skills that people are going to 
learn and cultivate based on what you guys 
are going to talk about or have been talking 
about are going to last far beyond this stay-
at-home situation that we’re in right now.

Kim Christfort: When we first created 
the Greenhouse, it was actually to address 
exactly that: that we saw that there were 
these underlying problems, that people 
weren’t necessarily getting at them, and 
we were designing in-person experiences 
to try to unlock that for people, to get that 
aha moment, like Mike described. What’s 
interesting about the new world that we’re in 
is that everybody has to rethink the way that 
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they connect—what was, in the previous 
world, more of an exceptional situation. I 
really have these big critical problems. I’m 
going to go to the Greenhouse, I’m going 
to have this experience to try to address it. 
Now everybody’s trying to find new ways 
of engaging and, to Mike’s earlier point, the 
companies that are really getting ahead of 
this are thinking about reengineering the 
whole process, and they’re recognizing 
that those things that we were doing in the 
Greenhouse, some of that could actually 
apply to all these other virtual experiences. 
And, you know, why have this demarcation 
between different kinds of experiences? 
Let’s up the game for all of our experiences 
and get to those underlying problems.

Mike Juergens: Yeah. Especially if you’re 
reengineering them anyways to go to virtual, 
that the marginal effort to reengineer them, 
too, to include some of this design thinking is 
not as heavy a lift as it would normally have 
been. You’re already doing it. You’re already 
rethinking it.

Mike Kearney: Absolutely. Kim, earlier, 
you kind of alluded to Business Chemistry. 
You didn’t talk about it in any specificity. 
Is there anything that you would add to 
great meeting design, especially in a virtual 
environment, from a Business Chemistry 
perspective, and maybe just like hum a few 
bars on what chemistry is and then how 
people would think about using it in a  
virtual meeting?

Kim Christfort: Business Chemistry is a 
system that looks at differences in working 
styles, and it essentially says that there 
are four different primary styles. There’s 
the Pioneer that’s all about possibilities, 
there’s the Guardian that’s all about stability, 
there’s the Driver that’s all about challenge, 
and there’s the Integrator that’s all about 
connection. And everybody is a mix of all 
four of those types. But most people tend 
to be dominant on one or two of those. The 
way that manifests in a meeting is that the 
different types have different preferences 
for how they receive information, for how 
they engage, whether or not they even want 
to show up to a meeting. That question 
about whether or not you decline meetings. 
There’s going to be a very different answer, 

I would bet you, across Business Chemistry 
types, because their patience for those 
kinds of discussions will vary. When you 
think about a virtual environment, you 
really need to engineer it to have the bare 
minimums for each of the types, because 
the most productive teams, the most 
productive working groups, actually have a 
combination of all the styles, because the 
styles complement one another, but if a 
style isn’t represented, or if the style can’t 
contribute because everybody is talking 
over them, you lose that benefit.

And so really thinking about, all right, how 
do I make sure that the Pioneer has an 
opportunity to contribute their ideas, and 
maybe we have some brainstorming? How 
do I make sure that the Driver knows what 
the goal of this meeting is? And maybe we 
have some competition built in to spur 
them to participate. How do we make sure 
that the Guardian has had time to process 
information before the meeting so that they 
feel comfortable contributing and they know 
what the details are behind things? How do 
we make sure that the Integrators feel like 
they have an opportunity to connect and 
to hear from other people and really get 
the broader context? If you think with that 
lens, you can actually design an agenda that 
can appeal to each of the types without 
totally turning off their opposites—because 
these are opposing styles, and that’s both 
the beauty and the challenge of them, 
right? “Opposite,” by definition, feels bad, 
it feels oppositional, but opposite is also 
complementary when you recognize and 
choreograph and incorporate those  
things together.

Mike Kearney: Hey, Kim, other than 
reading your book on Business Chemistry, if 
people wanted to go get more information—
because this could be very helpful in 
designing virtual meetings—where would 
they go get some information on that? 
Because we’re not going to have time to go 
into too much detail, but I think it will be 
unbelievably valuable. Where can they go 
get information?

Kim Christfort: So, Mike, there is a 
Business Chemistry website and a Business 
Chemistry blog that has a lot of this 

information. There is also a tool called 20 
Questions that lets you do a quick hunch 
of somebody else. So if you want to try to 
figure out what somebody might be based 
on some observable business traits, that’s a 
great tool to go to. And that’s actually a key 
point. You know, a lot of Business Chemistry, 
it’s really meant to be about what you see 
other people doing. So it’s not so much 
an introspective system. And that really is 
interesting in a virtual world, because what 
you see in some ways . . . “Okay, well, I get to 
see people when I’m on video with them,” 
but how much are you really seeing? And are 
you able to process what you’re seeing in a 
way that really tells you things, particularly 
when we don’t yet have a new norm for how 
people behave in videos? So you get a lot of 
people not looking at the camera, looking 
disengaged, you know, typing on something. 
It’s not exactly the most interactive format 
yet if people aren’t using it as an interactive 
format. And so when you’re looking for clues 
about working style, it can be really difficult.

Mike Juergens: I would say—not to 
over-plug Business Chemistry, Mike—but I 
would say, as someone who’s spent years 
designing and delivering experiences of 
all kinds, now obviously virtual, I think that 
the Business Chemistry thought process 
and the consideration of style differences 
is, I would say, probably the single most 
powerful tool in my toolkit and in terms of 
being able to design effective experiences.

Mike Kearney: Well, Mike, that was a 
question I was going to ask, and the fact that 
you’ve designed and led all of these virtual 
sessions in the last few months. Can you talk 
about how you actually integrate it into the 
design? So take it from the conceptual, and 
maybe an example would be like, you’ve got 
somebody that’s quiet or whatever.

Mike Juergens: Yeah. I’ll give you a real 
easy example. Pre now, we would have 
all these conference calls, and how many 
conference calls do you get on, you dial in 
at 8:00, and then whoever’s leading the call 
is like, “Oh, hey, you know, we’ll just give it a 
couple more minutes. Let’s give it a couple 
more minutes.” And then people are joining, 
and they’re saying their names, and you 
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sort of sit around in awkward silence for 
four minutes until someone decides, “Well, 
I guess we got enough people, we can go, 
right?” So now, how do you do that in a 
virtual environment when you’re all staring 
at each other?

Now from an Integrator perspective, the 
Integrators crave connection, and they crave 
sort of that discussion and conversation 
with other people. One of the things that we 
started doing for our virtual sessions was, 
when people logged in, rather than seeing 
just a blank screen, we had a question on it 
that said, “Hey, what are you most looking 
forward to when all of this is over?” and just 
let people freeform text-type, and it fills that 
three or four minutes while you’re waiting 
for people to dial in, and the Integrators eat 
it up, because all of a sudden you’re getting, 
you know, someone wants to go for long 
walks with their dog. and someone wants to 
go surfing again, and you’re learning all this 
stuff about your colleagues.

To the Driver perspective—you know, 
Kim mentioned competition—one of the 
things that we did was we utilize this . . . 
really, it’s a little kids’ game that . . . They 
use it at primarily elementary schools, 
where you can compete with each other 
on your smartphone, answering questions. 
We pulled that into some sessions. It was 
amazing to see the level of engagement. 
People want to see. You’re displaying 
the scores and stuff, but you’re trying to 
talk about an issue, but you’re using this 
technique that forces competition, and so 
you’re engaging the Drivers.

For the Pioneers, they’re all about the 
ideas and so on and so forth. We use 
this technology stack where we had an 
underlying technology that we use that we 
could sort of resize, add, and make things 
bigger and smaller, move stuff around on 
the screen as people were talking. And so 
that’s engaging more the Pioneer style.
And then really thinking through for the 
Guardians, they want the structure, they 
want the data and making sure that the 
whole flow has got some structure to it. We 
know where we’re going, and we know how 
we’re going to get there, and we’re going to 
augment that with data.

But the balance is key, right? If you’re a 
Pioneer—I’m a Pioneer, by the way—if I 
log into a meeting, and it‘s 60 minutes of a 
talking head droning at me, going through 
graphs, I’m tuning out pretty early on. 
Conversely, if I’m a Guardian, and I want 
those data, I want those stats, I want those 
metrics, I want those graphs. And what 
we’re doing is we’re brainstorming, and 
we’re playing a kid’s game, I’m going to get 
completely turned off, and I’m going to  
tune out.

This is why I said this is . . . Probably the most 
valuable tool in my arsenal is recognizing 
who I am, and all of this and what bias that‘s 
going to bring, and who everybody else is on 
the call, and how do I optimize engagement.

Mike Kearney: There‘s a lot of talk 
nowadays about virtual meeting fatigue. Is 
that real? And how do you address it? Do 
you actually think about it in the design of 
your meeting? Kim, I‘ll start with you, and 
then, Mike, would love to get your thoughts.

Kim Christfort: It seems to be very real, 
Mike, and I think there’s a couple of things 
at play there. One is that the volume of 
meetings seems to increase dramatically, 
because people are maybe missing other 
ways to engage. They’re not wandering the 
hallways anymore or meeting by the water 
coolers. They’re feeling a need to put things 
on the schedule, so people’s schedules are 
filling up. The other thing is that there’s less 
movement. A lot of these meetings are not 
actually on a phone or some other more 
portable channel. They’re in front of your 
computer with a video camera in front of 
you. Then there’s also the point that Mike 
made earlier of . . . Just the way that you 
are interacting on these meetings is not 
the way we’re used to interacting. It’s tiring, 
you know, tracking the faces of 25, 50, 70 
people, going back and forth with content, 
having a sidebar of a chat going on. Maybe 
the Pioneer types are kind of okay with that 
because they’re nontangential and don’t 
mind the chaos as much, but it is taxing.  
We have to consider that when we  
design things.

So in addition to the Business Chemistry 
angle, there are some universal things that 

we’re trying to do in general. For instance, 
the research is showing us that if you don’t 
change up what you’re doing every five to 
seven minutes in a virtual setting, you lose 
people’s attention, which is a shockingly 
short period of time. In fact, I’ve probably 
lost your attention in just the amount of time 
I said that, because it’s five to seven minutes. 
You have to change something. Now what 
does that mean, to change something? Well, 
it could mean that you change what they’re 
looking at, so you go from seeing people to 
maybe seeing one of these objects moving, 
like Mike was describing.

It could mean that you changed speakers. 
Instead of having one main speaker, you flip 
off to somebody else. It could mean that you 
asked them a question, whether that’s via 
a verbal signal or whether that’s a polling 
question, but you actually have to engineer 
intentionally to do that. We also try to bake 
in walking meetings. In the middle of an 
experience, we’ll say, all right, for the next 
30 minutes, you’re going to grab your phone 
and you’re going to go talk to one other 
person about this topic, and we’ll see you 
back in 30 minutes. It’s a necessary part of 
making these virtual environments effective.

Mike Kearney: Thank you, Kim. Mike, what 
would you add? Especially in the design 
element of it—because I do think this 
meeting fatigue is real—what are you doing 
to help design around that?

Mike Juergens: I’m sorry, Kim had lost 
my attention. I’ll answer . . . I’ll get to that 
question in a second, Mike. But I do want 
to talk about this fatigue issue, because I 
believe it’s real, and I’ll offer two points on 
it. One is anecdotal, one is data-driven. 
Anecdotally, this is a question for both 
of you guys: Have you noticed in the last, 
say, six to eight weeks any change in your 
transition from being awake to being asleep? 
Does it take you longer to go to sleep, or is it 
much faster?

Mike Kearney: This may not be the answer, 
but I’m actually falling asleep pretty quickly.  
I don’t know why, maybe because I am  
not traveling.
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Kim Christfort: Yeah, I’m probably falling 
asleep about the same, but I’m waking up 
earlier. I don’t know if . . . This is probably 
not the thesis you’re going. Well, I might 
add to that. I think the other thing that’s 
interesting, that’s good, adding to that load, 
is that we’re now using video meetings for 
everything. Our social lives become video 
meetings as well. And so, you know, you 
were taxed during the day when you’re 
at your job, and then you’re taxed in the 
evening when you’re maybe having virtual 
cocktails or you’re doing a trivia night or 
you’re doing a wine tasting. All of those 
things are adding up.

Mike Juergens: That’s right. And you’re 
just forcing different parts of your brain to 
communicate together and work together 
in ways that they’ve never had to do. That’s 
why we all feel a little bit wrung out right 
now, when, in fact, we’re probably getting 
the most rest we’ve gotten in the last 
10 years of our business life. So that’s a 
very long preamble to my answer to your 
question, Mike, which is, “So, what do you 
do about it?” And I think it’s echoing what 
Kim said, this idea of changing things up 
at a higher degree of frequency. Then the 
other thing that I’ve noticed that, Kim, that 
you didn’t mention, is, everything seems to 
take a longer in virtual. In the past I would 
say, “Oh, I need to get these two issues 
discussed,” and it takes me 60 minutes, 
and I know it takes me 60 minutes because 
I’ve discussed these two issues 25 times.”

I then go to do it in virtual, and I set it for 
60 minutes, but everything takes longer in 
virtual. Think of how many meetings you’ve 
been in virtually over the last few weeks 
where the first six or seven minutes . . . 
as everyone’s checking in on everybody 
else. “Hey, are you okay? Hey, how’s things 
going? You know, you getting by all right?”  
I think that this recognition that you’re 
going to need to set some more time aside 
to accomplish similar types of things is  
also key.

Mike Kearney: I got two last questions, 
and you cannot break the five-to-seven-
minute rule on these two. Shorter 
answers, a couple sentences. I’m teasing, 
because everything you guys have shared 
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is fantastic. The first question is, can you talk 
about a virtual meeting that you’ve been in 
recently and something that you’ve been 
able to accomplish? And the reason why I’m 
asking this is, all of this sounds great. Oh, 
we’ve got this new way to identify the issue 
and design a meeting and facilitate it, great. 
But really all that matters at the end of the 
day is better results.

Is there a result that you could point to? 
Obviously, don’t go into the details or give 
client names or all that detail, but just 
something you were able to accomplish 
where you’re like, “Wow, I’m really proud of 
what we were able to do.” Mike, I am going to 
start with you this time so that you get first 
dibs at it. Although hopefully your answer is 
different than Kim on this selection.

Mike Juergens: I’ve been really proud 
of a lot of the things that we’ve been able 
to figure out how to do virtually. Maybe 
I’ll use an anecdote from yesterday, just 
because it’s kind of front and center of 
my mind. This is where a client had come 
to us with a request for how to analyze a 
specific business issue that that they were 
having. We said, “Not only do we know how 
to analyze this; we actually have a really 
great tool that we can use to apply to the 
problem.” Historically we might have done, 
“Oh, here’s a demo of our tool, look how 
cool it is.” But we built an interactive session 
with the client, where we sat down and 
solutioned with them, but also had some 
people in the background kind of running 
the tool dynamically as we were solutioning 
with them. I think, when we came out of that, 
I think everybody had a real good idea of 
what problem we were going to solve, how 
we were going to solve for it, and what the 
key factors that we needed to include in the 
process were. I think we accomplished more. 
It took us 90 minutes. It was a 90-minute 
session, and I would say we got more done 
in that session than we would have pre-
business environment, you know, go roll the 
clock back three months.

Mike Kearney: Kim, how about you? What’s 
something that you’re totally proud that 
you or your team are able to accomplish 
recently?

Kim Christfort: One of the ones we did 
recently was for an organization that was 
actually already in the process of envisioning 
its workforce of the future. They wanted 
to transform their organization to have a 
different model for thinking about where 
their employees worked, how they worked, 
the kinds of work that they were doing. This 
disruption was significant for them because 
they sort of had an “Oh my gosh, has all 
this work been in vain?” We were able to 
get together and really dig into what is still 
true, what are the assumptions that we’re 
making maybe that are maybe incorrect, 
and you know, can we challenge some of 
those beliefs and really get the organization 
aligned around what was still possible, and 
more importantly, what was even better 
than what they had thought was possible, to 
the earlier points. This actually can be seen 
as an opportunity. This is an acceleration 
of many things that were already in motion, 
but might’ve taken several years to come 
to fruition, and now you have this sort of 
forcing function pushing them forward. At 
the end of that meeting, they got very clear 
on what it was they were trying to do, where 
the priorities should be, what things they 
really needed to double down on, and how 
to drive that forward with very specific plans.

Mike Kearney: Kim, I’m going to stick with 
you. And this is our last question, and this 
is a very simple question with probably a 
thoughtful answer, but a quick one. And that 
is, if there’s just one thing that you would 
tell somebody that they should do when 
thinking about a virtual meeting, what is that 
one thing? Now, you guys have shared a lot, 
but I just want to emphasize the one. So Kim, 
what’s your one thing?

Kim Christfort: Ask yourself if you really 
need a meeting, or if there’s some other 
way to accomplish whatever it is you have in 
mind.

Mike Kearney: Mike? 

Mike Juergens: It’s not about the 
technology. 

Mike Kearney: I love it. That is a great 
way to end it. Kim and Mike, thank you for 
sharing your ideas on how to construct and 
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conduct a better virtual meeting. Here are 
a few things that jumped out at me, the 
things that I’ve taken away. First of all, think 
before you meet; not every issue deserves 
a meeting. Technology is not the answer. A 
lot of the conversation in this whole virtual 
environment that we’re living in is all about 
the technology, and we just heard that, yes, 
you facilitate it over technology, but that’s 
not the real need. And finally, when you 
decide that you’re going to meet, go deep, 
and really understand the challenge that 
you want to solve. I invite all of our listeners 
to check out the Business Chemistry 
Confessions Podcast, blog, and the 20 
Questions self-assessment tool to help you 
think differently about your next interaction 
and next team meeting, especially in a 
virtual setting.

You can check it out on deloitte.com—
just type in Business Chemistry. We have 
covered a lot of topics over the last couple 
of months. We have an incredible backlog 
of guests that we’re going to continue to 
bring to you. If you have any that you think 
we should be talking about or anybody that 
we should be speaking with, hit me up on 
LinkedIn or Twitter. I’ve been getting a lot of 
feedback, which is fantastic. And for more 
insights across all aspects of COVID-19, 
just go to deloitte.com on our COVID page. 
You can also listen to the Resilient podcast 
on Apple Podcasts, SoundCloud, Stitcher, 
Google Play, and even Spotify.

Until next time, stay safe and  
remain resilient.
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